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Tech bar

IIT Bombay have created carbon nanoflorets capable of converting sunlight into

heat with  unmatched  efficiency.
This innovative development holds the potential to revolutionize sustainable

heating solutions while minimizing the carbon footprint.

 About:

 The carbon nanoflorets, developed by researchers from IIT Bombay,

demonstrate an impressive light absorption efficiency of 87%.
 They can absorb multiple frequencies of sunlight, including infrared, visible

light, and ultraviolet, in stark contrast to traditional solar-thermal materials that
typically absorb only visible and ultraviolet light.

 Designing Process of Carbon nanoflorets:

 A special form of silicon dust called DFNS (dendritic fibrous nanosilica) is

heated in a furnace.

 Introduction of Acetylene gas in the chamber facilitates carbon deposition,

turning it black.

 Then the black powder is collected and treated with a strong chemical that

dissolves the DFNS away, leaving carbon particles behind, resulting in spherical

carbon beads with cone-shaped pits, forming  the  carbon  nanoflorets,
resembling marigold flowers when observed under  a microscope.

 The Role of Unique Structure:

 The structure of the nanoflorets, composed of carbon cones, minimizes light

reflection and ensures maximum internal absorption.

 This distinctive design captures and retains  sunlight,  converting  it  into
thermal energy.

Carbon Nano florets
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 Minimal Heat Dissipation:

 The long-range disorder in the nanoflorets’ structure ensures that heat generated

within the material is not carried over long distances.

 This characteristic reduces the dissipation of heat into the environment,

allowing the nanoflorets to retain and utilize the generated thermal energy

effectively.

What are the Applications and Commercial Potential of Carbon Nanoflorets?

 Heating Water Efficiently:
 A one-square-meter coating of carbon nanoflorets can vaporize approximately

five litres of water within an hour, surpassing the performance of commercial

solar stills.

 Carbon nanoflorets are ideal for water heating applications, offering a sustainable

and cost-effective solution that reduces reliance on fossil fuels.

 Nanoflorets can be applied to diverse surfaces, such as paper, metal, and terracotta

clay, making them versatile for various applications.

 Eco-Friendly Heating:

 By utilizing nanofloret coatings, users can harness solar energy for heating their
homes in an environmentally friendly manner, thereby reducing their carbon

footprint.

 Stability and Longevity:

 Coated nanoflorets exhibit exceptional stability with a minimum lifetime of eight
years.

 Researchers are continuing to assess their durability under various environmen-

tal conditions.

- By  Hiya Jambukiya

(8th - E)
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- By  Mira Kanada

(9th - E)

- By  Vignaba Bhandari

(10th - E)
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- By  Vignaba Bhandari

(10th - E)
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Expert’s Column

- By Jignasha Mehta
Tattvam Principal
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Ramanujan’s Corner

Puzzle Time

THE DOTTED SQUARE

Twenty-five dots are arranged in a square formation in 5

rows of 5, as shown in the sketch:

Can you connect 12 of these dots with straight lines to form a
perfect cross which has five dots inside it and 8 dots outside?

- By Kishan Parmar
(Mathematics Faculty)
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FOUNDATION – CORNER
1. Select a figure from the options which will continue the series as established by the five Problem 

Figures. 

 

(1)  (2)    (3)   (4)  

2. There is a certain relationship between figures (1) and (2). Establish the same relationship between 

figures (3) and (4) by selecting a suitable figure from the options which will replace the (?) in figure 

(4). 

 

(1)  (2)    (3)   (4)  

3. Select a figure from the options which is exactly embedded in Fig. (X) as one of its part. 

 

(1)  (2)   (3)   (4)  

4. Select a figure from the options which completes the figure matrix. 

In what direction should the driver take the car to pick up Mini to bring her back? 

 

(1)  (2)   (3)  (4)  

5. Select a Venn diagram from the options which best illustrates the relationship amongst “Metal, 
Copper, Wood”. 

(1)  (2) 

 

(3)  (4)  
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JEE -NEET  CORNER

STD-11 -  (PHYSICS) 

A small block of mass m is pushed on a smooth track 

from position A with a velocity times the minimum 

velocity 
2

5
 required to reach point D. The block 

will leave the contact with track at the point where 

normal force between them becomes zero. 

 

1. At what angle  with horizontal does the block 

gets separated from the track? 

 (1) sin
–1

(1/3)    

 (2) sin–1(3/4)  

 (3) sin
–1

(2/3) 

 (4) never leaves contact with the track 

2. When the block reaches the point B, what is the 

direction (in terms of angle with horizontal) of 

acceleration of the 

block? 

(1) tan
–1

(1/2) 

(2) tan–1(2) 

(3) sin
–1

(2/3) 

(4) the block never reaches point B.  

3. Find where the maximum contact force occurs 

between the block and the track. 

(1) at B 

(2) at C 

(3) somewhere between A and B 

(4) at A 

 

STD-12 -  (PHYSICS) 

A current I amperes flows through a loop 

abcdefgha along the edge of a cube of width l 

metres as shown in figure. One corner 'a' of the loop 

lies at origin. 

 
 

1. This current path (abcdefgha) can be treated as 

a superposition of three square loops carrying 

current I. Choose the correct option? 

(1) fghaf, fabef, ebcde 

(2) fghaf, abcha, ebcde 

(3) fghaf, fabef, fgdef 

(4) fgdef, fabef, ebcde  

2. The unit vector in the direction of magnetic 

field at the centre of cube abcdefgh of width l 

is given by 

 (1) î   (2) ĵ  

 (3) 

ˆ ˆ2

5

i j

  (4) k̂  

3. Now if a uniform external magnetic field is 

0
ˆB B j


 is switched on, then the unit vector in 

the direction of torque due to external 

magnetic field ( )B


 acting on the current 

carrying loop (abcdefgha) is 

 (1) k̂   (2) – î   

 (3) 

ˆ ˆ2

5

i j

  (4) None of these 
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STD-11 -  (CHEMISTRY) 

1. The chief ore of Zn is the sulphide, ZnS. The 

ore is concentrated by froth floatation process 

and then heated in air to convert ZnS to ZnO. 

 
2 2

80%
2ZnS + 3O 2ZnO + 2SO  

 
2 4 4 2

100%
ZnO + H SO ZnSO + H O

4 2 2 4 2

80%
ZnSO + 2H O 2Zn + 2H SO O 
The number of moles of ZnS required for 

producing 2 moles of Zn will be:  

 (1) 3.125  (2) 2  

 (3) 2.125   (4) 4  
2. KMnO4 reacts with oxalic acid according to the 

equation 

– 2– +

4 2 42MnO + 5C O 16H   
2+

2 2
2Mn + 10CO 8H O  

 Here, 20 mL of 0.1 M KMnO4 is equivalent to: 

 (1) 120 mL of 0.25 M H2C2O4  

 (2) 150 mL of 0.10 M H2C2O4 

 (3) 25 mL of 0.20 M H2C2O4 

 (4) 50 mL of 0.20 M H2C2O4  

3. The work done in adiabatic compression of 2 

mole of an ideal monoatomic gas against 

constant external pressure of 2 atm starting from 

initial pressure of 1 atm and initial temperature 

of 300 K (R = 2 cal/mol-degree) 

 (1) 360 cal  (2) 720 cal  
 (3) 800 cal  (4) 1000 cal

 

STD-12 -  (CHEMISTRY) 

1. For a first order homogeneous gaseous 

reaction, A   2B+C 

then initial pressure was Pi while total 

pressure after time 't' was Pt. The right 

expression for the rate constants k in terms of 

Pi, Pt and t is: 

 (1) 
2.303 2

log
3

i

i t

P
k

t P P

 
   

   

 (2) 
2.303 2

log
2

i

t i

P
k

t P P

 
   

 

 (3) 
2.303

log i

i t

P
k

t P P

 
   

   

 (4) None of these 

2. If 0.1 M H2SO4(aq.) solution shows freezing 

point –0.3906ºC then what is the 
2a

K  for 

H2SO4? 

(Assume m = M and Kf(H2O) = 1.86 K kg 

mol
–1

) 
 (1) 0.122  (2) 0.0122  

 (3) 1.11 × 10–3  (4) None of these 

3. Select right expression for determining 

packing fraction (P. F.) of NaCl unit cell 

(assume ideal), if ions along an edge diagonal 

are absent: 

 (1) 

3 3

3

4 π(r )
3P.F. =
16 2

r

r

 




  

 (2) 

3 3

3

4 5π r 4
3 2

P.F. =
16 2

r

r

 



  
    

 (3) 

3 3

3

4 5π r
3 2

P.F. =
16 2

r

r

 



  
     

 (4) 

3 3

3

4 7π r
3 2

P.F. =
16 2

r

r

 



  
   

 

ANSWER KEY

05/11/2023 – FOUNDATION SECTION

1-(2), 2-(1), 3-(3), 4-(4), 5-(4)

05/11/2023 – JEE-NEET SECTION

Std – 11 (Maths)  Std – 12 (Maths)

1-(1), 2-(3), 3-(4)  1-(3), 2-(1), 3-(3)

Std – 11 (Biology)  Std – 12 (Biology)

1-(4), 2-(2), 3-(3)  1-(2), 2-(3), 3-(2)

Std – 11 (Physics)  Std – 12 (Physics)

1-(2), 2-(3), 3-(1)  1-(2), 2-(1), 3-(4)

Std – 11 (Chemistry)  Std – 12 (Chemistry)

1-(4), 2-(2), 3-(4)  1-(2), 2-(2), 3-(2)
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STD-11 -  (BIOLOGY) 

1. Unicellular organisms grow by 

 (1) cell elongation 

 (2) cell division 

(3) accumulation of material on the surface 

(4) none of these 

2. Mountains, boulders and sand mounds also 

grow, but they are not considered as living 

organisms because they grow by 

 (1) Accumulation of material on their inner 

surface.  

 (2) the division of their particles.  

 (3) accumulation of material on their outer 

surface.  

 (4) both (1) and (2) 

3. Choose the correct statement about growth in 

plants. 

 (1) Growth occurs continuously throughout 

their lifespan by cell division.  

 (2) The growth is seen only upto a certain 

age. 

 (3) Growth occurs by the accumulation of 

material on the upper surface of their 

cells. 

 (4) Growth occurs only in certain cells. 

 

STD-12 -  (BIOLOGY) 

1. A typical angiosperm anther is ____ with each 

lobe having ___ theca i.e. they are ____ . 

 (1) Bilobed, two, dithecous 

 (2) Dithecous, two, bilobed 

 (3) Bilobed , four, dithecous 

 (4) Dithecous, four, bilobed 

2. Arrange microsporangial wall in sequence of 

outside to inside 

 (1) Epidermis, middle layer, endothecium, 

tapetum 

 (2) Epidermis, endothecium, middle layer, 

tapetum 

 (3) Epidermis, middle layer, tapetum, 

endothecium 

 (4) Endothecium, middle layer, tapetum, 

epidermis 

3. Which of the following undergo meiotic division 

to form microspore tetrad 

 (1) Sporogenous tissue  

 (2) Epithelium tissue  

 (3) Microspore    

 (4) both (1) & (2) 

STD-11 -  (MATHS) 

1. The value of 
30

16

( 2)( 3)
r

r r


   is equal to 

 (1) 7785  (2) 7780  

 (3) 7775   (4) 7770  

 

2. The sum of the series 
1 1 1

...
1 · 2 2 · 3 3 · 4

    

upto is equal to 

 (1) loge2 – 1  (2) loge2 

 (3) loge(4/e)  (4) 2loge2 

 

3. 
2 2 2 2

1 1 1 1
...

3 1 5 1 7 1 (201) 1
   

   
 = 

…… 

 (1) 
101

104
  (2) 

25

101
   

 (3) 
101

408
  (4) 

99

400
 

 

STD-12 -  (MATHS) 

1. 
   

   

6 6

6 6
2 2

3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1
lim

1 1
x

x x x x

x x x x


      

    

(1) is equal to 
27

2
  (2) is equal to 9 

 (3) does not exist   (4) is equal to 27  

2. 
1

11

2

sin(cos )
lim

1 tan(cos )x

x x

x









 is equal to 

 (1) 2    (2) – 2  

 (3) 
1

2
  (4) – 

1

2
  

3. Let f : R  R be a continuous function. Then  
2

sec

2

2π
2

4

π
( )

4
lim

π
16

x

x

f x dx

x
 


 is equal to  

 (1) f(2)  (2) 2 ( 2)f   

 (3) 2 f(2)  (4) 4 f(2) 
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VMH:JLGL S,D

- By Prisha Gohil

(8th - E)
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T]\ S]NZT ;FY[ TFZ]\ DG •[0LG[ TM •[4

TFZF N]oB0F CZX[ T[4 V[ TM •[P

T]\ JF6LDF\ DW]ZTF ZFBLG[ TM •[4

TFZF N]xDGM AWF N}Z Y> NM:T AGX[ V[ TM •[P

T]\ V[S JBT ™CDT SZL G[ TM •[4

TFZM 0Z N}Z YFX[ V[ T]\ •[P

T]\ DC[GT SZLG[ TM •[4

TFZM ;O/TFGM NFNZM VFU/ JwIM V[ TM •[P

T]\ ™C;F VG[ V5XaNM KM0L G[ TM •[4

TFZFDF\ TG[ EUJFG N[BFX[ V[ 56 •[P

- By Janvi Vyas
(9th - E)

VHDFJL H]VM

Answer Key (05-11-2023)

Ramanujan Corner

Riddle :

 Eleven. Because Lisa lost three games to Susan, she had lost

` 3 ( ` 1 per game). So, she had to win back that ` 3 with

three more games, then win another five games to win ` 5.

Puzzle Game :
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Once upon a time, a detective named Vikrant used to live in a town. He was a

famous detective in his field. There was not a single mystery he could not solve. One day

his friend came to his office to investigate his uncle’s death.

He came and said, “Hello Vikrant. How are you?”

Vikrant said, “Hey Ravi, long time no see!”

“I am here to ask you for your help in regards to my uncle’s death.”

“What do you want to say? Explain to me clearly”, said Vikrant.

To which Ravi said, “ I was out of town for a wedding and my uncle was at home. He

was sleeping. Suddenly a man eater attacked him. He killed my uncle.”

“how could you say that? Do you realise what you are saying? Does it make any sense?”

Upon hearing this, Ravi showed the forensic report to Vikrant.

Also, he had some photographs from the crime scene.

Vikrant saw that everywhere in the room as well as on the body there were pieces of

rusted iron and the marks on the body were not of any animal. He decided to go with

him.

When he went to the crime scene, he was stunned to see Ravi’s home. Home was not a

suitable word for it. You can call it a mansion. Upon reaching the room where the death

took place Vikrant was able to see some pieces of iron still there and blood everywhere

splashed on the wall.

When they were investigating the room, the old housekeeper Shambhu said, “This is the

work of the land’s demon.”

“What, demon?”, asked Vikrant. Shambhu replied, “ A long time ago on land near the

bungalow a man lived there. He was the owner of the land but some businessman wanted

to build a resort there. Tro which the man denied. When the businessman could not do

what he wanted, he killed the owner of the land. After killing him, he buried him under

that land and after a few years the owner of the land returned in the form of a demon.

This demon killed many people who all wanted to take away his land. He savoured

them. Shambhu further added that if he sees any businessman on this land, he comes

back and kills them.

Further he said, “As Mr. Rao wanted a five-star resort to be built on this land; the demon

killed him also.”

The Daring Detective
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“Oh come on chacha. Give me a break. There is nothing like demons or spirits in the

present time of science. Who will believe all this nonsense blabbering?” said Vikrant.

After that he checked everybody’s rooms from the gardener’s room to even Ravi’s. He

also checked the Shambhu chacha’s room. After all these inspections he found nothing

which could lead him towards the truth.

“Who is there in my room?”  A voice came from the passage. There standing was a man

behind the door.  He was Ravi’s elder brother Prakash. Prakash was a blind man. When

Vikrant  was trying to find evidence, he saw a painting made by Prakash in one of the

rooms. Vikrant was confused and probably amazed. He thought it must have taken a

great effort for a blind man to make such a painting. When he asked Ravi about that,

Ravi also said that his brother was very talented which impressed everyone.

Vikram decided to stay for a night at Ravi’s home. Next day, early in the morning when

they went for a jog, they experienced something unbelievable. They were attacked by a

demon. This so-called demon attacked them. He pushed Ravi and also tried to injure

Vikrant. Vikrant was a man who believed in science and logic. He wasn’t going to give

in very easily. He tried to fight against the demon. The so-called demon ran away.

Vikrant told Ravi, “For now, the best thing is that we escape from here because we are

not prepared to face the attack by anyone. We should hurry back to your home. I’m not

sure what is happening with us.”

Ravi said, “You are absolutely right. Let’s go back fast.”

After returning back, they shared the story with everyone at home.  Shambhu chacha

was very frightened and he started saying, “oh my god! the curse is becoming true. The

demon has started showing his effect everywhere. He must be back because he wants to

kill the  land grabber.” “Chacha please, what are you saying? There is nothing like that.”

said Ravi angrily.

For further investigation, Vikrant decided to check everybody’s rooms one again. His

detective mind was not convinced. He was rentless. After one by one, he went to all the

rooms and tried his best in his detective mode to find any evidence that he could. He

found nothing. He was getting more and more confused. Instead of finding a way out, he

was probably getting involved in all these things and was not able to find any solution.

While going through different things, Vikrant found a medical report and the bill for the

hospital. Vikrant had finally succeeded in finding the real killer but he wanted to catch
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him red-handed. So he waited and made a plan that he was going to execute in his

detective style.

A dinner table, very normally Vikrant talked with Ravi about their next day plan. It

seemed that Ravi and Vikrant were planning to visit the construction site early in the

morning the next day. Only they knew that they were inviting this so-called demon to

capture him. As per Vikrant’s prediction, the demon attacked Ravi when they were at the

construction site. The demon was trying to chase them away. Everything was going as

per Vikrant’s plan. He knew that this demon was going to come at the construction site.

He had already made arrangements to capture the man in action.

Upon seeing the man dressed up as demon, Vikram immediately said, “Prakash, stop

pretending. We know it is you. You can leave behind all your drama and surrender

yourself.” The criminal was utterly shocked. He was caught in this suddenly. He tried to

run away but he was not successful.

When Vikrant removed the mask of the demon, Ravi was utterly shocked to know that

the killer was none other but his brother. He couldn’t believe what he saw in front of

him. He wanted Prakash to make him understand the situation.

Finally Prakash understood that there was no way out of this. He accepted that he had

been doing this for quite some time. Under the pretence of being blind, he had killed two

other people also because he wanted the property that belonged to their uncle. He also

said that he had planned everything for many years and was already successful the

previous two times. He said that the story of the demon was also his doing. He convinced

everyone with great efforts to believe it. Only if Vikrant would not have involved himself

in this, then probably he would have never been caught.

Upon seeing all these dramas, Shambhu chahcha asked, “How is it possible that Prakash

is the killer? Because when you people were attacked, Prakash was in his room, doing

painting.” To which Vikrant revealed that it was very simple. Prakash was trying to take

advantage of fearful people. He knew that most people in his surrounding were already

convinced that this was something related to spirits and the demon. So he could go away

after committing a crime. He had prepared a costume for himself that gave him the

outlook of a demon and whenever he was going to attack people, he used to dress up and

pass from a secret passage that he had built in his room. With these Vikrant finally

removed the painting from the wall of Prakash’s room. To everyone’s surprise, it wasn’t
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just a simple painting but behind that there was a door. A door that led to many other

crime scenes.

Ravi was feeling very regretful. If only he knew that Prakash was involved in all these

things because of the property, he would have given up on it very easily. He felt responsible

for all these things and what about the loss of lives everybody had experienced?

Vikrant handed over Prakash to police and Prakash finally confessed all his crimes. Now

he was under the care of jurisdiction.

Ravi thanked Vikrant for helping him solve the mystery and also Shambu chacha thanked

Vikrant for making him understand the negative impact superstitions had brought in his

life. He told Vikrant, “Saheb, from now onwards I am also going to look for logic and

facts in everything I see in front of me.”

Vikrant said, “this was of course my job to help my friend and I am relieved that we

prevented Prakash from committing any more such crimes.”

- By  Parth Parmar

(9th - E)
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Achievement

VeIF;DF\ VG[ AFÑ 5ZL1FVMDF\ B}A ;FZL ;O/TF CF\;, SZGFZ TßJDGF\ lJnFY›VM

CJ[ ZDT<UDT 1[+DF\ 56 ;O/TF D[/JJF ,FuIF K[P VF JQ”[ VF56F\ <18 lJnFY› EF><AC[GM

H]NL H]NL ZDTMDF\ ZFHI S1FV[ ZDJF DF8[ 5;\NUL 5FdIF K[ VG[ 3 lJnFY› EF><AC[GM 0=M>UDF\

ZFHIS1FV[ l;l† D[/JL R}SIF K[P H[VMG[ ;ZSFZzL TZOYL Rs. 1500/- GF\ ZMS0 5]Z:SFZ

56 D?IF\ K[P

CJ[ VF56F\ lJnFY›VMV[ G[XG, S1FGL :5WF”VM DF8[ VFU[ S}R SZL K[P ÔYD JBT

VF56F\ A[ B[,F0LVM (1) IFCJL ktJF ,\UFl/IF (8/C) V[ EFJGUZ BFT[ IM•I[, ZFHIS1FGL

S]ZFX ZDTDF\ ÔYD G\AZ ÔF%T SZLG[ VFUFDL lNJ;MDF\ lNÿCL BFT[ G[XG, S1FV[ ZDJF HX[P

(2) V[JL H ZLT[ CFN” lGZJEF> p5FwIFI (9/D) H[VMV[ ;]ZT BFT[ ZDFI[, ZFHIS1FGL :S[8šU

:5WF”DF\ ÔYD G\AZ D[/JLG[ R[gG> BFT[ IM•GFZ G[XG, S1FGL :5WF” ZDJF DF8[ HX[P VFD

VF56F\ VF B[,F0LVM V[S 5KL V[S 1[+DF\ ;O/TFGL l;l† ÔF%T SZL XF/FG]\ UF{ZJ JWFZL

ZÑF K[P tIFZ[ XF/F 5lZJFZ[ TDFD B[,F0LVMG[ B}A B}A X]E[rKFVM 5F9JL K[P

TßJDGF\ A[ B[,F0LVM ÔYD JBT G[XG, S1FV[ ZDJF HX[P

- Yahvi Langaliya

(8th - E) - Hard Upadhyay

(9th - G)
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IEO (International English Olympiad)-2023

Celebration
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Unknown Freedom Fighters

Matangini Hazra
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- By Paras Makwana
(Social Science faculty)
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The grandmaster Praggnanandhaa

Rameshbabu Praggnanandhaa is an Indian chess grandmaster.

A chess prodigy, he became an international master at the age of 10, the youngest

at the time to do so, and a grandmaster at the age of 12, the second-youngest at the time

to do so.

On 22 February 2022, at the age of 16, he became the youngest player to defeat

the-world champion Magnus Carlsen, when he beat Carlsen in a rapid game at the

Airthings Masters Rapid Chess Tournament.

Praggnanandhaa was born in Chennai, Tamil Nadu, on 10 August 2005. His father,

Rameshbabu, works as a branch manager at TNSC Bank. His mother, Nagalakshmi, is a

homemaker who often accompanies him at national and international competitions. He

attended Velammal Main Campus in Chennai. His elder sister R Vaishali is a Woman

Grandmaster and an International Master.

So when we look at the reason behind the success of this sibling duo, we realise

that Praggnanandhaa has a very simple upbringing and all credit goes to his mother. The

siblings have a traditional lifestyle. Praggnanandhaa prays before making his first move.

The siblings prefer having homemade food and not junk food. The siblings engage in

playing chess for 5-6 hours.

It was said by ISRO Chief that chess grandmaster R Praggnanandhaa would be

working with the nation’s space agency to promote science and technology among the

young people. He will be working with ISRO to inspire young people to take science,

engineering, and technology to make India a very proud and powerful nation.

Think-A-Thon

- By Swara Pandya
(9th - G)
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In contemporary times, the usage of smartphones have outgrown other electronic

devices so much that an important component of smartphones, i.e. Subscriber

Identification Module (SIM) Cards need apt description.

 About:

 A SIM card is a tiny integrated circuit or microchip that plays a vital role in

identifying subscribers on a cellular network. It can be thought of as an

individual's ID card within the vast city of a cellular network.

 This ID card carries a unique identification number known as the international

mobile subscriber identity (IMSI), which is used to locate and confirm the

identity of the subscriber when others try to reach them on the network.

 Essential Role in Network Access:

 When it comes to connecting a mobile phone to a cellular network adhering to

the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) standard, a SIM card

is mandatory. This connection relies on a special authentication key (SAK)

that serves as a digital lock and key mechanism.

 Each SIM card stores SAK, but it's inaccessible through the user's phone.

Instead, when the phone communicates with the network, it 'signs' the signals

using this key, allowing the network to verify the legitimacy of the connection.

 It's important to note that duplicating a SIM card is feasible by accessing and

copying this authentication key onto multiple cards.

 Information Storage:

 Beyond its primary role in network access, a SIM card also serves as a storage

unit for various data. It stores not only the IMSI but also the integrated

circuit card identifier, the subscriber's location area identity, and a list of

preferred networks for roaming.

 Additionally, SIM cards can contain essential emergency contact numbers,

and, space permitting, store the subscriber's contacts and SMS messages.

 This compact chip plays a pivotal role in the functionality and security of

mobile communication on GSM-based networks.

SIM CARDS

DFlCTLGM DCF;FUZ
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How Does a SIM Card Work?

 SIM Card Standard:

 SIM cards adhere to the ISO/IEC 7816 international standard, which is overseen

by the International Organisation for Standardisation and the International

Electrotechnical Commission.

 Pin Functions and Standards:

 The metal contacts on a SIM card are segmented into pins, each serving a

specific purpose. These roles for each pin are defined by the ISO/IEC

7816-2 standard.

 In fact, there are 15 pins in total, each specifying various functions of the SIM

card.

 SIM Card’s Network Role:

 When a subscriber dials a recipient’s number, the phone sends data through

the network, authenticated by the key on the SIM card.

 This data is then sent to a telephone exchange. If the recipient is connected to

the same exchange, their identity is confirmed, and the call is directed to them.

How have SIM cards changed?

 Evolution of Smart Cards:

 The history of smart cards, which include SIM cards, traces back to the late

1960s. Over the years, these smart cards underwent significant changes in size

and architecture, spurred by the advancements in technology described  by
Moore’s law.

 Moore’s law is the observation that the number of transistors in an integrated
circuit (IC) doubles about every two years, making computers faster and

cheaper over time.
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 SIM Card Standards and Development:

 The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) played a

pivotal role by formulating the GSM Technical Specification for SIM cards.

 It covered aspects ranging from physical features like operating temperature
and contact pressure to authentication and data access characteristics.

 Transition and Compatibility:

 The term ‘SIM card’ once referred to both the hardware and software, up until

the 2G networks. However, with the arrival of the Universal Mobile Tele-

communications System and 3G networks, a shift occurred.

 ‘SIM’ came to represent only the software, while the hardware was labeled the

Universal Integrated Circuit Card (UICC).

What is an eSIM?

 Evolution of SIM Cards: From Physical to eSIM:

 Unlike its physical predecessors, the eSIM’s software is loaded onto a perma-

nent, non-removable UICC in the mobile device during the manufacturing

process.

 Notable devices, like Google Pixel 2, 3, 4, and the iPhone 14 series, support
eSIM functionality.

 With eSIM, users no longer need to physically replace SIM cards when switch-

ing or joining networks. Instead,  network  operators  can  remotely  reprogram
the eSIM.

 Different Benefits of eSIM Technology:

 eSIM technology offers several advantages. Firstly, it’s considered environ-

mentally friendly because it eliminates the need for additional plastic and
metal for physical SIM cards, due to its reprogrammable nature.

 Secondly, eSIMs enhance security by preventing separate access to the SIM

application and making duplication more challenging for potential malicious
actors.

- By Krupali Baraiya

(8th - G)
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Life Values

I always think why I am here? Just to complete goals or just to do work? The way

people do their work for money is just very hard. But they only see money, they don’t

see their health. I say that people should do their work but in a proper time and proper

manner. You will see this pattern incase of many wealthy celebrities, bankers, CEOs etc.

The thing is that, while accumulating a lot of money, you will arrive to a point when you

will ask yourself “What now? People often think that money is route for happiness but it

is only in a partial and temporary way so start running after peace, happiness and love.

So, find something to hope for, find someone to love and find something to do. I am not

saying that people should not do work for money but they should also focus on friends,

family and children. They should enjoy their time with them. Don’t do work all the time,

instead give a particular time to do work. Or else you will be depressed and can face

many adverse health effects. Because of the body, mind and ego, we human beings

forget who we truly are. Not only do we ignore our heath which is more important than

wealth, we ignore attaining that ultimate goal of realizing that we are the divine soul.

We are just chasing the peak, we are just climbing the peak of achievement without

living a life of contentment and fulfilment and not even realizing that the ultimate peak

is enlightenment. We should stop, we should contemplate, we should realize the truth to

be truly happy in our life. When we buy the illusion that we have unlimited tomorrows,

then we operate on a Alfred living plan, believing we’ll begin our better life later. But

this notion of having all the time in the world is a seductive lie. For when we take our

life for granted, it loses its fullness and zest.

Don’t run after money, instead be a financial magnet which attracts money and

ensures that it always sticks around with you.

- By Vaidehi Vaghamshi
(8th - E)
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jCF,F lJnFY› lD+M T[DH JF,LU6
GD:SFZ4

OAJ Institute of Science CJ[YL NZ DlCGFGL 5 DL TFZLBYL

Monthly Magazine ÔSFlXT SZJF H> ZÑ]\ K[ H[G]\ GFD K[ ïïVMHßJððP

VF Magazine (VMHßJ) GF DFwIDYL DFZM GFGM V[JM V[S ÔItG V[ K[

S[ lJnFY› _JGDF\ 50TL D]xS[,LVMGM ;FDGM lJnFY› S[JL ZLT[ SZL XS[

T[JL Ô[Z6F D/[P VG[ T[ DF8[GL Ô[Z6FtDS GFGL<DM8L JFTM VF Column

GL V\NZ C]\ ,BLXP T[DH 5ZDFtDFG[ ÔFY"GF S[ VF5 NZ[S lJnFY› B]A H

VMH:JL AGTF ZCMP

VF5GM4
lWZ[G ;MGL
Managing Director

OAJ Institute of Science
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ïïAFH SIFZ[I 5T\lUIF ;FY[ G p0[ðð

V[S H\U,DF\ V[S lJXF/ AFH ZC[T]\ CT]\P V[ H H\U,DF\ V[S ;F{YL öR]\ hF0 56 CT]\ PVF

H hF0 5Z V[S ;F{YL DM8M DF/M CTMP VF H DF/FDF\ AFH ZC[T]\ CT]\P AFH V[ VF DF/FDF\ V[S

ô0]\ D]S[,]\ CT]\P 5Z\T] VF ô0FDF\YL CH] ArR]\ ACFZ VFJJFDF\ JFZ CTLP

ArR]\ ACFZ VFJJFGL ZFC •[TF •[TF 36F lNJ;M lJTL UIFP 5KL VRFGS V[S lNJ;

JFTFJZ6DF\ 5lZJT”G VFJTF H\U,DF\ B}A DM8]\ JFJFhM0]\ VFJL •I K[P VF JFJhM0]\ V[8,]\ DM8]\

CT]\ S[ T[ UD[ T[G[ 5MTFGL ;FD[YL pBF0LG[ O[SL N[PPP

JFJFhM0FG[ •[>G[ AFHG[ B}A ALS ,FUL •I K[ T[ 5MTFGF ô0F T[ JFJFhM0FDF\ BMJF

GCMTL DF\UTLP JFJhM0FG]\ •[Z JWTF AFH 5MTFGF V6LNFZ 5\•GM p5IMU SZL DF/FG[ AZFAZ

ZLT[ 5S0LG[ hF0 p5ZYL p0L •I K[ S[ H[YL T[ DF/FDF\ ZC[, ô0FG[ SIF\S ;]Z1LT :YFG ;]WL

5CF¡RF0L XS[4 5Z\T] YM0LSJFZ p0IF 5KL 5JGGF SFZ6[ ô0]\ H\U,DF\ GLR[ SIF\S BMJFI •I K[

VG[ AFH B}A N]oBL Y> •I K[P 5MTFGF ô0FG[ UMTJF DF8[ AFH B}A ÔItG SZ[ K[ 56 SIF\I

D/T]\ GYL VG[ 5KL T[ DFGL A[9[ K[ S[ CJ[ T[G[ ô0]\ SIF\I GCL D/[P S[D S[ VF8,L öRF>V[YL

50JFYL ô0]\ BZFA Y> UI]\ CX[ 5KL AFH tIFZ[ pNF; DG ,>G[ tIF\YL RFÿI]\ •I K[P

5Z\T] V[G[ BAZ H GYL CMTL S[ T[G]\ ô0]\ CH] ;]Z1LT K[ SFZ6 S[ V[G]\ ô0]\ H\U,DF\

3F; p5Z O;FI •I K[ VG[ GLR[ 50JFYL ARL •I K[ DF8[ T[ T]8T]\ GYL VG[ YM0FS H lNJ;M

5KL VF ô0FDF\YL GFG]\ AFH ACFZ VFJ[ K[P GFGF ArRF\GL VF\B B},[ K[ VG[ T[ AW] •[TM G[

•[TM H ZCL •I K[P S[D S[ V[ lJ:TFZDF\ T[GL VF\B B},L CTL T[ lJ:TFZDF\ 5T\lUIFGM CTMP

VFH]AFH]DF\ Z\UA[Z\UL 5T\lUIFGF h]\0 CTFP

V[G[ AW[ 5T\lUIF N[BFTF CTFP S\> H ;DHDF\ GCMT]\ VFJT]\P tIFZ[ VD]S 5T\lUIFGM

;D}C VF AFHGF GFGF ArRF\G[ •[> ,[ K[ VG[ GFGF ArRF\YL T[VM 0ZJF ,FU[ K[ S[ AFHG]\

ArR]\ VCL S[JL ZLT[ VFjI]\ VG[ •[ VF ArrFF\GL DF\ VCš VFJL HX[ TM AWF 5T\lUIF T[G]\

EMHG AGL HX[ VG[ VFD AWF 5T\lUIF T[GFYL 0ZL •I K[ VG[ T[GFYL V\TZ AGFJL ,[ K[P

WLZ[ WLZ[ ;DI lJTTM •I K[ VG[ V[GL DF\ CH] ;]WL ArRF\ 5F;[ GYL VFJLP VF

AW] •[>G[ 5T\lUIF ;D_ •I K[ S[ ArR]\ E8SL UI]\ K[ VG[ AWF 5T\lUIF T[GF 5F;[ •I K[

VG[ T[G[ 5MTFGF U|]5DF\ ;FD[, SZL ,[ K[P VF AFHG]\ ArR]\ 5T\lUIF E[U] H ZC[JFYL T[GF

ZCG<;CG V5GFJL ,[ K[P WLD[ WLD[ ArR]\ 5T\lUIFGL ;FY[ lNJ;M 5;FZ SZT]\ •I K[P VG[

V[G[ V[D H ,FU[ K[ S[ T[ 5T\lUIFG]\ ArR]\ K[ VF ArRF\G[ GTM lXSFZ SZTF\ VFJ0T]\ S[ GTM

öR[ öR[ p0TF\ VFJ0T]\P 5T\lUIFGL H[D H AL• ÔF6LVMYL B}A H 0ZJF ,FuI]\ S[ SM>S T[GM

lXSFZ G SZL ,[ VF ArRF\G[ 5MTFGL X˜STGM VC[;F; GCTM S[ T[ X]\ K[ VG[ T[ X]\ SZL XS[

T[D K[P
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lWZ[G ;MGL

Managing Director

OAJ Institute of Science

V[S lNJ; T[GL DF\ T[GF lXSFZ GM 5LKM SZTF SZTF þIF\ ArR] CT]\ tIF\ VFJL 5CM\R[
K[ VG[ AWF 5T\lUIF VF AFH G[ •[> G[ 0ZLG[ EFUJF ,FU[ K[P AWF 5T\lUIF G[ EFUTF •[>
G[ AFH G]\ ArR] 56 0ZLG[ EFUJF ,FU[ K[P VF NZlDIFG AFH V[S 5T\lUIF G[ 5S0L ,[ K[P
VG[ VF NZlDIFG T[GL GHZ 5[,F ArRF 5Z •I K[ VG[ T[ 5T\lUIF G[ SC[ K[ S[ VF AFH
G]\ ArR] VCL X]\ SZ[ K[m T]\ ;FR]\ SCLX TM TG[ KM0L N>XP

5T\lUI]\ 5MTFGM _J ARFJJF DF8[ AW]\ ;FR]\ SCL N[ K[ S[ T[ VCL H ZC[ K[P YM0F
DlCGF 5C[,F VCL T[GM HgD YI[,M VG[ tIFZYL T[ VCL H VDFZL ;FY[ ZC[ K[P AFH G[ AW]\
IFN VFjI]\ S[ T[G]\ ô0] VCL H SIF\S 50[,]\ CT]\ TM VFTM T[G]\ H ArR] K[

tIFZ[ V[GL DF\ 5T\lUIFG[ SC[ K[ S[ VFTM V[G]\ H ArR] K[P YM0MS ;DI 5KL T[GL

DF\ ArRF\G[ ,>G[ DF/FDF\ 5FKL VFJL •I K[ 5Z\T] T[GM :JEFJ •[>G[ T[GL DF\ C[ZFG Y> U>P
S[D S[ T[GM :JEFJ VG[ jIJCFZ AFHGL H[D HZFS 56 GCTMP V[G[ V[J]\ 7FG H GCMT]\ S[ T[
AWF 51LVMGM ZF• K[P

CJ[ G TM T[G[ lXSFZ SZTF VFJ0T]\ CT] S[ G TM prRL p0FG EZTFP T[ V[S 0Z5MS
51L AGL UI] CT]P VF 5lZ˜:YlTDF\ T[GL DF\ ™RTFDF 50L •I K[ VG[ V[GL DF\ lXSFZ SZTF
VG[ prRL p0FG EZTF lXBJ[ K[P YM0FS DlCGFGL Training DF\ XLBL •I K[ VG[ YM0FS H
DlCGFDF\ 5FK]\ BTZGFS 51L AGL •I K[PPPP

ïïHIF\ ;]WL 5T\lUIFGM ;FY GlC KM0M tIF\ ;]WL öR[ p0FG GCL EZL XSMP

VCš 5\TlUIF V[8,[ TDFZL VF/;4 TDFZL SM> S]8[J TDFZL SFD ÔtI[GL -L,FX JU[Z[
K[P DF8[ •[ TDFZ[ _JGDF\ AFHGL H[D öR]\ p0J]\ CMI TM VFJF 5\TlUIFGM ;FY
KM0JM 50X[ PPPPPPPðð






